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• (Statute or written) Laws describe regulations for whom in 
a society. 
• e.g., Copyright Act, Public Assistance Act

• Laws have been changed as the society changed.
• From the law’s viewpoint, we can
• observe the status of the society,
• historical changes of the status over decades, etc.

Law as a Blueprint of Society



• Period: 1889 – 1945
• 1889: Adopt European style law system.
• 1945: Proclamation Defining Terms for Japanese Surrender.

• Acts and “emergency” imperial orders had same power.
• Complicated governments
• In the last stage, imperial order had bigger power and 

many were enforced (1,253 in 1941, 3+ per day!!)
• The Japanese jurists attempt to reveal 

the law system in the period.

An analytical demand on Japanese Law History



• Cases
• Case analysis from law’s viewpoints, vice versa
• What are the related cases?
• What are the relevant laws?
• Support for lay judges

• Legislation facts
• Finding reasons for legislations
• When laws are in drafting and introducing
• Analysis by jurists

Connecting Laws with related contents



• Find and store
• Search from Law index and put into tables
• Looking into case documents to find law descriptions.
• Finding related news from news hosting services and 

manually evaluating the relevance to laws.
• Analyze

What analysts do? – Find data source by source

Data sources Analysts Analytic system



• LOD (Linked Open Data)
• Connecting various data through the Web
• Standardized data format (RDF) and query (SPARQL)

• Values from LOD
• Graph analytic techniques
• Entity Linking
• Utilizing existing knowledge, etc.

Idea: LOD will provide simpler way of analysis

LOD
Analysts



• Major issue: complicated amendment relationship
• Idea: Regarding law amendment as versioning event

Main contribution: Ontology design for law history
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Fig. 2: Graphical view of the proposed ontology. The default namespace is law:.

on amendment law `2), but the explanation for the situation is omitted for the
sake of superfluousness.

3 Ontology Design for Law History

A basic idea of the proposed ontology for the law history is that changes of
laws are regarded as versioning of laws. Keeping versions in a single graph is
beneficial, which enables analysing law history data by simple SPARQL queries,
meaning that it does not require to specify graphs corresponding with specific
versions. However, it is not convenient if versions of laws separately exist in a
graph, due to the large number of changes for querying. For instance, when ag-
gregating the number of laws amending specified two laws, grouping law versions
by corresponding laws is required. To cope with this problem, the proposed on-
tology includes an conceptual class for laws which connect with all versions of
individual laws. In the ontology, laws for abstraction are defined as class law:Law
and versions of laws are defined as class law:LawVersion11.

Figure 2 illustrates a graphical view of the proposed ontology. According to
the previous section, there are six classes (i.e., Constitution, Act, CabinetOrder,
etc.) which are subclasses of law:Law class. Versioning properties are inspired
from PROV-O [5] and SIOC [1] ontologies. PROV-O ontology is designed for
data provenance, therefore, it includes generating events (i.e., prov:Activity).
In the proposed ontology, changing laws are corresponding with the events. That
is, the event that a law changes another law is regarded as generation of a new
version (law:LawVersion) of the changed law. SIOC ontology includes version ac-
cess properties like sioc:previous_version and sioc:latest_version. These
are useful to access individual versions of laws and sequences of law versions.
For the sake of consistency of naming rules, the proposed ontology include prop-
erties equivalent to those in the other ontologies with different names and they
are marked by owl:equivalentProperty to represent the equivalences.

11 Namespace law: is under discussion, therefore, concrete URIs will be decided in the
near future.

law types law attributes law change types



Law amendment: Consolidation
– Amendment by changing (add, delete, replace) the law body.

Amending the Copyright Act (Act No.48, 1970)
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Table 1: Example of consolidations in the Copyright Act (Act No.48, 1970),
addition of Article 95-2 by Act No.59, 1984. The first row represents a part of
amendment law, the second row shows the original text of a law, and the last
row shows the consolidated text of the law, where underlined texts are changed.

Amend.
Law

The following article shall be added to the next to Article 95 in Section
2 of Chapter 4.
(Right of transfer)

Article 95-2 (1) A performer has the exclusive right to offer that perform-
er’s performance to the public through the transfer of a sound or . . .

Before

(Secondary use of commercial phonograms)
Article 95 (1) If a broadcaster or cablecaster (hereinafter in this . . .
. . .
. . . associations under paragraph (5) are provided for by Cabinet Order.

After

(Secondary use of commercial phonograms)
Article 95 (1) If a broadcaster or cablecaster (hereinafter in this . . .
. . .
. . . associations under paragraph (5) are provided for by Cabinet Order.

(Right of transfer)
Article 95-2 (1) A performer has the exclusive right to offer that perform-
er’s performance to the public through the transfer of a sound or . . .

obtained the data in August 31, 2015. The data include 13,440 laws from Febru-
ary 1886, which is the beginning of the modern legislation systems in Japan,
to June 2015 and 61,841 changes. In addition to the law history, NDL provides
hierarchical classifications and short titles for laws.

Each law is associated with metadata such as a law number, a title, a pro-
mulgation date, an enforcement date, and lapse and repeal dates if exist. The
law number consists of a law type (e.g., act and cabinet order), a year and a
serial number in the year. For example, the law number of the Copyright Act9
is “Act No.48, 1970”10 in Japan. The title is a name of a law. The promulgation
date and the enforcement date are dates when a law is publicized and becomes
effective. Note that enforcement dates can be different from promulgation dates
when enforcements are delayed for dissemination. The lapse date and the repeal
date are dates when the law becomes null and void and is repealed.

A law history is a provenance of a law. Changes in the provenance includes
enactment, amendment, repeal, suspend, and lapse. Enactment is to make a
new law, which is firstly promulgated and enforced later on. Amendment is to
change the body (title, provisions, enforcement date, etc.) of a law. Amendment
which fully changes the body of a law is called total amendment and that which
partially changes the body is called partial amendment. Repeal is to put an end
9 English translation of the Japanese Copyright Act in the Japanese Law Translation

Database System at http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?ia=
03&ky=copyright+act&page=24

10 LawID of this act is s45a048.
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• When an law is enforced, the amendment is executed. 
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• Laws can be amended in-between promulgation and 
enforcement. 

• Version 1 of ℓ" had had no effect.
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Amendment as Versioning
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• Version ℓ% of law ℓ is changed to version ℓ%&" by 
amendment law 𝑎.
• Amendment is hard to describe in version-version relationship.

• Idea
• Separate law and law-version.
• Amendment relationship is defined between Laws.
• Version ℓ%&" is generated by executed version 𝑎( of law 𝑎.
• Version ℓ% is the previous version of ℓ%&".

Amendment is Ternary relationship
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EFD: Enforcement Date

Effectiveness of Law versions
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Fig. 3: Data example. Law h19a128 is amended twice by h24a056 and h30a071.
Shaded circles are of law:Law and white circles are of law:LawVersion.

In principle, each law change generates a version of the changed law. For
instance, promulgation generates a version of the enacted law itself and amend-
ment generates a version of the amended law. In the proposed ontology, an
instance of law:Law is associated with an instance of law:LawVersion which is
a version of the law, where the association is represented by law:hasVersion
for each version and law:latesrVersion for the latest version. When law `1
which partially amends another law `2 is promulgated, instances of law:Law
and law:LawVersion for `1 are generated, then instances of law:Law of `1 and
`2 are connected by law:partialAmend and a new instance of law:LawVersion
for `2 is generated by the latest version of `1. To maintain the effective pe-
riods (discussed in Section 2) and temporal orders of law versions of a law,
law:versionBeginDate and law:versionEndDate are associated with versions,
and law:previousVersion connects two temporally consecutive versions. The
effective period and non-effective period of a law can be calculated using these
predicates as follows:

e↵ective_period =

⇢
EFD to VED if EFD < VED
none otherwise

(1)

non_e↵ective_period =

⇢
VBD to EFD if EFD < VED
VBD to VED otherwise

(2)

where VBD, VED and EFD represent law:versionBeginDate, law:versionEndDate
and law:enforceDate, respectively. Note that amendment laws are lapsed just
after its promulgation, therefore, these dates are same.

As a result of converting the dataset shown in Section 2 based on the ontol-
ogy, 571,132 triples are generated. Figure 3 displays a part of the converted data.
Due to the space limitation, attributive and systematic properties are omitted.
There are three laws, law h19a128, law h24a056 and law h30a071, where the
first law is amended by the latter two laws. The following gives an explanation

VBD: versionBeginDate
VED: versionEndDate



Proposed ontology and Example data
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on amendment law `2), but the explanation for the situation is omitted for the
sake of superfluousness.

3 Ontology Design for Law History

A basic idea of the proposed ontology for the law history is that changes of
laws are regarded as versioning of laws. Keeping versions in a single graph is
beneficial, which enables analysing law history data by simple SPARQL queries,
meaning that it does not require to specify graphs corresponding with specific
versions. However, it is not convenient if versions of laws separately exist in a
graph, due to the large number of changes for querying. For instance, when ag-
gregating the number of laws amending specified two laws, grouping law versions
by corresponding laws is required. To cope with this problem, the proposed on-
tology includes an conceptual class for laws which connect with all versions of
individual laws. In the ontology, laws for abstraction are defined as class law:Law
and versions of laws are defined as class law:LawVersion11.

Figure 2 illustrates a graphical view of the proposed ontology. According to
the previous section, there are six classes (i.e., Constitution, Act, CabinetOrder,
etc.) which are subclasses of law:Law class. Versioning properties are inspired
from PROV-O [5] and SIOC [1] ontologies. PROV-O ontology is designed for
data provenance, therefore, it includes generating events (i.e., prov:Activity).
In the proposed ontology, changing laws are corresponding with the events. That
is, the event that a law changes another law is regarded as generation of a new
version (law:LawVersion) of the changed law. SIOC ontology includes version ac-
cess properties like sioc:previous_version and sioc:latest_version. These
are useful to access individual versions of laws and sequences of law versions.
For the sake of consistency of naming rules, the proposed ontology include prop-
erties equivalent to those in the other ontologies with different names and they
are marked by owl:equivalentProperty to represent the equivalences.

11 Namespace law: is under discussion, therefore, concrete URIs will be decided in the
near future.



• Dataset
• Obtained from Japanese Law Index, National Diet Library, Japan
• http://hourei.ndl.go.jp

• 13,440 laws and 61,841 changes
• From February 1886 to August 2015

• Use cases
• Effective Law Version Detection 
• Amendment History Visualization 
• Classification-based Enactment Analysis 

Use Cases



• Observation of amendment tendency for each law
• Counts are incremented as version begins.

Amendment History Visualization 

SELECT ?versionBeginDate
WHERE {  <lawURI>       law:hasVersion ?lawVersion. 

?lawVersion law:versionBeginDate ?versionBeginDate.
} ORDER BY ?versionBeginDate

SPARQL
Query
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(a) Salary of judges. (b) Income tax. (c) Public assistant.

Fig. 5: Amendment history visualizations for laws.

1 SELECT
2 year(?date) count(?law)
3 WHERE {
4 ?law rdf:type law:Act;
5 ndl:classification "placeholder";
6 law:promulgateDate ?date.
7 }
8 GROUP BY (year(?date))
9 ORDER BY (year(?date))

Listing 3: SPARQL query for classification-based enactment analyses. The
placeholder is replaced by a specifiec classification name.

counter disaster in terms of construction, where the top level class is “Construc-
tion” and the second-level is “CounterDisaster”14. With the associated classifi-
cations, the analysis in this section can reveal tendency of enactments in terms
of the classifications. The query in Listing 3 obtains the number of enacted laws
on a specified classification for each year.

Figure 6 displays three classification-based enactment analyses. The first
analysis (Figure 6(a)) is of counter disaster. As soon as disaster occurs, laws
to support people adversely affected by the disaster are enacted. A notorious
disaster in Japan is the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, and new five laws
are enacted immediately. Similarly, just after the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earth-
quake occurred in 1995, two laws are enacted in the same year. Figure 6(b)
displays enactment frequencies for laws about urban development. After World
War II, Japanese cities need restoration works and the government supports
their restorations by a municipal enterprise. However, a few years later, the
government decided to shrink the enterprise due to the large financial burden.
To resist the decision, several cities appeal to the government to support their
restoration, and, as a result, 14 cities are selected for restoration supports. Each
law is drafted for each of the 14 cities, therefore, 14 laws are enacted during
1949 to 1951. The last example (Figure 6(c)) is about the government bonds
14 In the LOD, 528 classifications are included in total and have maximally four levels.

ce.



• Few amendments during steadily economically growing
(red squared, 1973-1991)
• Increased amendments after the collapse of 

the bubble economy (1991)

Observation on Public assistance



• Observation of enactments in a group of laws

Classification-based Enactment Analysis 

SELECT year(?date) count(?law) 
WHERE { ?law rdf:type law:Act; 

ndl:classification "placeholder"; 
law:enforceDate ?date. 

} GROUP BY (year(?date)) ORDER BY (year(?date)) 

SPARQL
Query
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(a) Counter disaster. (b) Urban development. (c) Government bonds.

Fig. 6: Enactment frequency of laws associated with categories.

in Japan. The special bond act is a one-year effective law and the act is yearly
enacted with different name after 1975. However, after 2012 (right-most part
of the figure), the act is no more enacted. This is because the act in 2012 has
become a three-year effective law15.

The figure indicates the number of laws corresponding with individual cate-
gories is limited. This is because the number of laws with the NDL classifications
is limited. Preliminary experiments to expand the labeled data by naïve clas-
sification methods, however, these methods only achieve at most 65% training
accuracy (on a closed test in which the training data is also included in the test
data), and it is confirmed on manual that estimated classifications for unlabeled
data are far from useful. Reasons for this result include too many classes (528
classes) and the small number of labeled data. The classification problem is left
for a future work.

4.4 Remarks and Discussion

Remarks: The analyses in this section introduce the capability of the proposed
LOD dataset via simple SPARQL queries and the dataset is potentially use-
ful for finding effective versions of laws, analyzing laws themselves, indicating
legislative facts and society statuses. Analytical results in this section can be
associated with known facts like disasters and economic situations. Since the as-
sociation is done manually in this experiment, the experiment shows a prospect
that automatic association is promising for more advanced analyses.
Discussion: In order to do more advanced analyses, it is necessary to connect
with external resources to obtain richer information for analyses. The resources
include other knowledge bases (e.g., DBpedia) and documents (e.g., news articles
and legal cases). A possible advanced analysis is to analyze laws with news arti-
cles to automatically extract and reveal legislative facts. Another future analysis
is to discover and analyze applied laws for legal cases. To realize them, semantic
Web technologies such as entity linking [8] and entity resolution [21] for legal
domains must be developed.
15 Due to the data limitation, after 2015 is not shown. In fact, the act in 2016 has

become a five-year effective law.



• Ontology for law history

• Use cases
• Effective Law Version Detection 
• Amendment History Visualization 
• Classification-based Enactment Analysis 

Conclusion
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on amendment law `2), but the explanation for the situation is omitted for the
sake of superfluousness.

3 Ontology Design for Law History

A basic idea of the proposed ontology for the law history is that changes of
laws are regarded as versioning of laws. Keeping versions in a single graph is
beneficial, which enables analysing law history data by simple SPARQL queries,
meaning that it does not require to specify graphs corresponding with specific
versions. However, it is not convenient if versions of laws separately exist in a
graph, due to the large number of changes for querying. For instance, when ag-
gregating the number of laws amending specified two laws, grouping law versions
by corresponding laws is required. To cope with this problem, the proposed on-
tology includes an conceptual class for laws which connect with all versions of
individual laws. In the ontology, laws for abstraction are defined as class law:Law
and versions of laws are defined as class law:LawVersion11.

Figure 2 illustrates a graphical view of the proposed ontology. According to
the previous section, there are six classes (i.e., Constitution, Act, CabinetOrder,
etc.) which are subclasses of law:Law class. Versioning properties are inspired
from PROV-O [5] and SIOC [1] ontologies. PROV-O ontology is designed for
data provenance, therefore, it includes generating events (i.e., prov:Activity).
In the proposed ontology, changing laws are corresponding with the events. That
is, the event that a law changes another law is regarded as generation of a new
version (law:LawVersion) of the changed law. SIOC ontology includes version ac-
cess properties like sioc:previous_version and sioc:latest_version. These
are useful to access individual versions of laws and sequences of law versions.
For the sake of consistency of naming rules, the proposed ontology include prop-
erties equivalent to those in the other ontologies with different names and they
are marked by owl:equivalentProperty to represent the equivalences.

11 Namespace law: is under discussion, therefore, concrete URIs will be decided in the
near future.


